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Introduction

Maurits van der Plas
Director
Van Haren Learning Solutions

- Represent a professional certification provider (exams)
- Responsible BIAN Banking Architecture Certification (professional certification)
- Active participant BIAN Adoption working group
- Interests in the learning environment & architecture domain
Adoption Working group

Facilitate means for members in their BIAN adoption

Objectives

- Develop a **BIAN adoption strategic, tactical and operational** plan
- Clearly define the **different audiences** that need to be addressed
- Define the target: what do we want to achieve – such as sell a product; a BIAN training, **gain new members, member retention**.
- **Analyze the demands** for the industry/market and elaborate the benefits and the added **value of the BIAN adoption**
- **Elaborate the benefits** and the added value of **being a member of the BIAN organization**

Participants

- HSBC
- RedHat
- Envizion
- WellsFargo
- CC&C Solution
- Deloitte
- BIAN
- Van Haren Learning Solutions
Adoption enablers

- **BIAN Book - 2nd Edition (fully revised) - A framework for the financial services industry**
  - Free download for BIAN Wiki users

- **BIAN Banking Architecture Foundation Certification (Fully revised, Professional Certification)**
  - Online examination (anywhere-anytime)
  - 60 multiple-choice questions
  - Full & digital practice exam simulator included

- **Accredited Education Partners in BIAN**
  - Envizion & CC&C Solutions

- **Connecting & facilitation resources**
  - **BIAN Practitioner Community**
    - Open for non-members
    - Chat with experts
    - Access to lots of adoption related content
  - **BIAN Infographic**
    - An elaborated, visually attractive and animated infographic
    - Relevant whitepapers and webinars added per stage and sub-process

---

**About the BIAN Foundation Exam**

The BIAN Foundation level 1 Certification can be achieved by passing the BIAN Foundation Exam. The Exam is Practice based, which means you will need to work in your daily routine, which can be purchased on any major online market.

Preparation for the exam can be done by self-study or by joining a BIAN Foundation training.

**Trainers**

**Certification**

**Book**

**STAGE 1:** Evaluate BIAN

**STAGE 2:** Build Pilot Case

**STAGE 3:** Pilot BIAN

**STAGE 4:** Adopt BIAN

**STAGE 5:** Evolve your Architecture Practice

**STAGE 6:** Realize the Benefits

**E-learning**

**BIAN Practitioner Community**

**BIAN (adoption) Infographic**

---
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Adoption enablers

Series of BIAN Adoption Webinars

Upcoming & SIGN UP

- Modernize the Core for end to end customer experience | December 14, 2021 at 4pm (CET)

Learn how Salesforce as an open platform unifies data with BIAN standards into a modern Microservices Architecture for Banking. In this webinar, Salesforce will share two retail banking examples where integrating with core systems enables a single master customer record closer to the engagement layer, allowing banks to build true end to end omni channel experiences.

Previous webinars and Recordings

- Core Banking Platform Transformation at a top North American Bank
- Coreless Banking in the Digital Era: The PNC Story
- BIAN Book – 2nd Edition (fully revised) preview – A framework for the financial services industry
- BIAN – The essential foundation for a modern digital bank
- Comparison of BIAN Semantic APIs with implementation-level APIs in Lending and Product domains
- BIAN & ACTUS combine their global standards and leverage open-source platforms
- THE BIAN IMPLEMENTATION JOURNEY!
- ABSA BANK – BIAN API Adoption
- How SPD Bank is using BIAN in their strategy program

- [https://bian.org/participate/bian-webinars/](https://bian.org/participate/bian-webinars/)
The content of this second edition is a fully revised version of the first edition of BIAN, that was published in 2019 (BIAN Edition 2019).

The theory and principles of the BIAN Framework and its application in practice, are now treated in two separate parts of the book.

The application of the BIAN Framework in different contexts is treated more extensively and has been illustrated with lots of (semi-)real-life examples.

The most recent additions to the BIAN are described
- the Business Capability Model.
- the Business Object Model (BOM)
- the Semantic API descriptions
- the newly developed “BIAN adoption journey”
What's coming

- BIAN Transformation Award 2022
  - Open for Banks, Fintechs, Regulators, Service Providers, Solution Providers
  - Call for Papers in Q1 2022
  - Evaluation and Ceremony in Q4 2022
  - Information will be published on B.I.A.N. Services GmbH

- BIAN Members – Practitioner community Case study
  - How to set up a BIAN Learning Community

- Prospected new certification level
Thank you